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By Antonio Cassone

Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In their sixth publication (third volume of
poetry), Antonio Cassone brings a collection of edgy material, written mostly at darker times in the
author s life. The book is in three parts, the first of which is Poetry that runs the gamut of emotions;
passion, newfound love and the loss of it, mostly from a special friendship with a seemingly younger
man - or a few chosen others and all that goes along with it. Addiction, smoking, suicidal thoughts,
depression, sexual frustration, gay bashing, bullying, discrimination, robbery and war are also
explored in this work. The second part is Realization, Acceptance Healing Epiphanies, which is more
poetry about finding love can sometimes hurt, hanging onto it and letting go - all the while allowing
one s spiritual side to see them through. Finally, the collection closes out with Prose primarily a best
of from the author s blog. This includes hard hitting social commentary on breaking news and
outrage over yet another senseless murder; tributes to passed on celebrities and icons including
Senator Edward Kennedy, singer Loleatta Holloway,...
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The ideal book i possibly read. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a created
ebook.
-- Elise Wehner-- Elise Wehner

This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on looking at but really exciting to read through. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at time
period. Its been written in an remarkably straightforward way which is just soon a er i finished reading through this book where basically altered me,
change the way i think.
-- Er na  La ng osh-- Er na  La ng osh
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